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By use case
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Unified Marketing Reporting
Measure ROAS, CPA, and other key marketing metrics across all the channels
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AI-Driven Attribution
Understand the incremental ROAS of your top-of-funnel campaigns
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Marketing Mix Optimization
Use AI Budget Recommendations to maximize ROAS across all your digital campaigns.
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Incrementality Testing
Precisely measure the true sales impact of your paid media investments with expert-level incrementality tests.
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Knowledge hub
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Case studies
Read how major brands and agencies grow faster with SegmentStream
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Webinars
Master performance marketing watching our live and on-demand webinars
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Guides
Dive into marketing measurement and optimisation with our comprehensive guides
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Podcasts
Learn how to solve marketing attribution in today’s privacy climate
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Glossary
Glossary on attribution, incrementality and all things cookieless









Blog
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Articles
Learn from performance marketing experts by reading our weekly articles
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Product updates
See how SegmentStream’s platform is growing
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Company news
Find out about upcoming events and announcements
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Request a demo















AI-powered marketing analytics and media mix optimisation platform


Our sophisticated AI synthesises various technologies to deliver a holistic, reliable source of truth for digital marketers’ budget allocation decisions.



Request a demo
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“The product is a true game-changer in the marketing attribution industry.”
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Traditional marketing attribution is no longer reliable

	

Privacy regulations and tracking restrictions broke analytics tools


Cookie-based attribution solutions are not able to accurately measure ROAS in a modern world, where deterministic user tracking is no longer possible due to GDPR, cross-device, and various other limitations.
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As a result, top-of-funnel marketing activities are heavily undervalued


Due to the inability to track the real customer journey, both single- and multi-touch attribution tools cannot measure the true sales impact of prospecting activities, such as Paid Social, Display, or Video.
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Marketers lack trustworthy data to guide and support their budget allocation decisions


Although there is a gut-feeling that upper-funnel activities may drive sales generated from direct, organic or brand traffic, marketers often lack hard numbers to back up these conclusions and justify further spending.
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Introducing a solution — SegmentStream

The AI-powered Marketing Mix Optimisation Platform

The next-generation solution that helps understand the incremental value of each marketing activity and find the most optimal marketing mix.

Request a demo
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Solve all the problems of traditional attribution tools




	

Discover what actually drives sales & revenue




	

Measure the true impact of top-of-funnel paid media




	

Improve ROAS with AI-driven budget allocation













Unlock the full potential of your digital advertising budget

	

Automated cross-channel marketing reporting


SegmentStream brings all your marketing and sales data in one place, providing you with a fully unified view of your entire marketing performance.

Learn more
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AI-driven attribution to measure the real, incremental ROAS


SegmentStream is a cookieless analytics solution that measures the actual contribution of your ad activities in total revenue, rather than a single conversion that may not be tracked when relying on cookies.

Learn more
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Actionable, AI-powered budget reallocation recommendations


SegmentStream's AI engine continuously analyzes your marketing mix, pinpointing opportunities for revenue growth by optimizing budget allocation.

Learn more
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Trusted by leading brands and agencies across the globe
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“SegmentStream is an innovative tool to measure and optimise performance marketing activities.”
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“SegmentStream proved to be an effective solution in fueling the e-commerce success”
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“SegmentStream is an essential tool for any performance marketing team.”






Read success stories








Not just a tool. A true solution, supported by world-class expertise.

At SegmentStream, we combine next-generation AI technology with deep performance marketing knowledge. From tailored onboarding to ongoing consultations, our Customer Success team is here to ensure that you achieve your business goals.
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“Customer Care is a big strength of the team.”









Explore our Resources
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Article

[VIDEO] Can we really trust ad platforms' reporting?

Learn more
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Article

How does iOS 17 affect marketing attribution?

Learn more
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Blog

Introducing view-through attribution

Learn more






View resources



Featured in
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Optimal marketing



Achieve the most optimal marketing mix with SegmentStream

Request a demo
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Thank you!



We'll get back to you within 24 hours.


Back to the website








Request a personalised demo with our team!


	Understand what actually drives sales and revenue
	Make confident budget allocation decisions
	Find perfect marketing mix to achieve maximum ROAS
	Measure the true value of top-of-funnel






Please, fill out the contact information






First name:





Last name:





Business email:




Select theme
Monthly digital ad spend






	
Below $100K/month

	
$100K - $1M/month

	
Above $1M/month








Request a demo

By submitting this form you agree to our Privacy policy






























SegmentStream may not be the right fit


It is essential to highlight that our typical client threshold for ad spend is $100,000/month. This decision is rooted in our belief that we can provide the most value to clients who meet or exceed this spending level.

Additionally, our baseline pricing starts at $60,000/year, which further informs our criteria.

If you still would like to learn more about how SegmentStream can help your business, please book a meeting with our team below.



Book a meeting anyway
Thank you for your understanding and your interest in our solution!
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Google Analytics cost data import



What’s included:


	Unlimited cost data sources
	Unlimited Google Analytics accounts
	Email support



Learn more








What is your monthly non-Google ad spend?




Up to $CURRENCY5,000
monthly







Annual

Monthly



Save up to 30% with annual plans




$CURRENCY29
 / month



You save $CURRENCY120 per year





Try 14 days for free

No credit card required






Contact us for enterprise and agency pricing



Contact sales
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Google BigQuery marketing data collection



What’s included:


	Unlimited data sources
	Unlimited Google BigQuery accounts
	Email support



Learn more








What is your monthly ad spend?




Up to $CURRENCY20,000
monthly







Annual

Monthly



Save up to 30% with annual plans




$CURRENCY199
 / month



You save $CURRENCY600 per year





Try 14 days for free

No credit card required






Contact us for enterprise and agency pricing



Contact sales
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Unified Marketing Reporting
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AI-Driven Attribution
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Marketing Mix Optimization
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Incrementality Testing
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